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Summary
This tutorial demonstrates how to search for, download, and how to use data tools within HydroClient.
This document uses data from the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory, but these steps can be used
for any data source registered in CUAHSI’s Catalog1.
To start, open an internet browser and go to the URL http://data.cuahsi.org to open HydroClient.

Defining the Search Criteria
There are four initial search criteria available in HydroClient, but only two are required. They are:





Geography (required): Navigate the map extent to define a search area.
Time (required): A start date and end date for the time series data must be defined.
Keyword (optional): The keyword identifies what parameter is being observed. If nothing is
selected, HydroClient will return all keywords.
Data Service (optional): Search can be limited to one or more specific data sources. This
example shows how to limit the search return to just the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory.

The search criteria are entered using the toolbar on the right side of the HydroClient landing page as
seen in the screenshot below (Figure 1).
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Located at the URL: http://hiscentral.cuahsi.org

Figure 1. HydroClient can be accessed by going to the URL http://data.cuahsi.org. The default map view shows the United
States.

The first step is to navigate the map to your area of interest. In this example, the search box is used to
search for “Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory.” In the following screenshot (Figure 2), notice that
the Satellite view of Google Maps is also selected, which can help to better understand the physical
geography of the search area.

Figure 2. Toggle Satellite on the Google Maps interface to view imagery. Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory, where the 2015
GNOMO Workshop was held, is pictured.

Next, a date range must be selected. In this example, two full calendar years are selected (1 January
2014 – 31 December 2015) here in Figure 3.

Figure 3. HydroClient requires time to be one of the search criteria specified. Here January 2014 through December 2015 are
selected.

After a date range is selected, the parameter being observed must be identified. There are two tabs in
the HydroClient keyword selection window. The first contains common keywords that can be quickly
selected. View and select all physical, chemical, and biological keywords by clicking the Full List tab. In
this example, no specific keyword is identified so all keywords will be returned in the search results as is
the case in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4. The parameter being measured can be filtered by using the Keyword Selection. Selecting no keywords will return all
data.

The last search criteria is data source. Clicking Select Data Service(s) enables the selection of one or
more specific data sources to be used in the search. In this example (Figure 5), Rocky Mountain
Biological Laboratory is selected by typing it in the text box search and clicking to highlight the row.

Figure 5. HydroClient enables the specification of one or more data sources to be used in a search. No selection will return all
data.

Finally, clicking Search sends the search request and returns the search results as seen below (Figure 6).
The number on each marker identifies the number of time series data sets that the marker represents.
Data sets are clustered dynamically; zoom out to general their location and zoom in to see a more
accurate location. The search results in this example show three sites at the Rocky Mountain Biological
Laboratory. Information about the data sets can be viewed by clicking on a specific site marker or view
all data returned in the search by clicking Data in the header toolbar.

Figure 6. Each site returned in the search is labeled with the number of data sets located at that point.

Adding Data to the Workspace
To view a table of the data sets at a site marker click on it. To view a table of all data sets returned in the
search, click Data in the Header Toolbar. Click on one or more rows to select data set(s) to send to the
Workspace where data tools such as the Time Series Viewer can be accessed. In this example (Figure 7),
a time series of Snow Depth has been selected. Click on Workspace in the Header Toolbar to switch to
the Workspace interface.

Figure 7. Click to select one or more rows to export (to your local computer as a .csv) or add to the Workspace.

Launching a Data Tool such as the Time Series Viewer
Once in the Workspace, click on a row and select a tool to launch. Click Launch Tool to send your data to
the specified tool and open the tool in a new webpage. In this example (Figure 8), the Time Series
Viewer is selected.

Figure 8. Click to select one or more data sets to use in a data tool such as the Time Series Viewer.

The screenshot below (Figure 9) visualizes Snow depth at the Billy Barr site at the Rocky Mountain
Biological Laboratory.

Figure 9. Daily average snow depth at the Billy Barr site at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory from January 2014 through
December 2015.
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